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In this ebook, you will get three simple steps to becoming
self-taught.

Whether you're restless, bored or all of the above, this
book is the first step to improve your life.

To use it to its full potential, make sure to actively answer the
questions asked in this ebook and write them all down.

Remember to have fun!

Cheers, Lex
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STEP #1 WHY?

When we go to school we're just told to study, no reason given what
so ever.

The beginning of the self-teaching journey is a bit different.

To legitimately learn something you have to ask yourself „Why?”.

The reason can truly be anything, but it's important for it to
come from within you.

I want to grasp the basics of French because I love the Eiffel Tower.

I want to master knitting because the scarf my grandma gave me
looks beautiful.

I want to learn to program because I aspire to work in web design

Question 1: What is it that you want to learn and why?
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STEP #2 – GOAL

It's important that you set a due date for yourself, for instance: „I
will learn a hundred French words until June of 2017”, and then

implement small tasks that will allow you to achieve said goal.

For example, if your goal is to be able to introduce yourself in
Japanese by next week, these can be your small tasks:

1. Place post-it notes with chosen sentences in Japanese on 
mirrors and the fridge

2. Record (or download) audio with the sentences and listen on 
your way to school/work

3. Repeat said sentences while listening to the audio

4. Go online and try to talk to a someone in Japanese

Small changes create the bigger ones.

Question 2: What will your first small tasks be?
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STEP #3 – HAVE FUN

Meaning: don't be afraid to seem silly. Let yourself look as if you
just chugged a bottle of pure lemon juice. Let yourself sound weird

or awful at first.

The whole fun is to dive into the learning experience without hitting
the break and without asking yourself „what will other people

think?”

Not so long ago I was performing a lesson with my student, and
while practising articulation I used a scene from Harry Potter and
the Philosopher's Stone where Professor Quirrell bolts into the

Great Hall and shrieks: „TROLL IN THE DUNGEON”.

My student wrapped a purple scarf around his head, opened
the door and ran out to the living room, screaming.

He repeated that a couple of times, and it was funnier than I had
thought it would be.

It is a simple sentence, but it's not that easy to have proper
articulation when you're running around, yelling and laughing all at

the same time.

Question 3: How can you make your tasks fun?
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BONUS':

» There's a limitless amount of themed videos on YouTube

» If you want to learn a language http://www.bbc.co.uk/languages/ offers
a broad range of videos that can help you

» It can be useful to subscribe to themed content newsletters

Hint: If you don't want to make your inbox a gigantic trash can, you
can always use Unroll.Me which is a service that allows you to add 
subscriptions to a rollup. (not sponsored)

» Facebook has an option of creating and joining groups, so just enter a
keyword into the search bar and join away
You can also create groups on Skype, f.i. for language learning
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